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Abstract

The attenuation of ocean surface waves during seasonal ice cover is an important control on the evolution of many Arctic

coastlines. The spatial and temporal variations in this process have been challenging to resolve with conventional sampling

using sparse arrays of moorings or buoys. We demonstrate a novel method for persistent observation of wave-ice interactions

using distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) along existing seafloor telecommunications cables. The DAS measurements span a

36-km cross-shore seafloor cable on the Beaufort Shelf from Oliktok Point, Alaska. DAS measurements of strain-rate provide

a proxy for seafloor pressure, which we calibrate with wave buoy measurements during the ice-free season (August 2022). We

apply this calibration during the ice formation season (November 2021) to obtain unprecedented resolution of variable wave

attenuation rates in new, partial ice cover. The location and strength of wave attenuation serve as a proxy for ice coverage and

thickness, especially during rapidly-evolving events.
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Key Points:8

• Seafloor fiber optic cables can be used to quantify surface waves in seasonally sea9

ice-covered oceans10
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for the evolution of ice itself14
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Abstract15

The attenuation of ocean surface waves during seasonal ice cover is an important con-16

trol on the evolution of many Arctic coastlines. The spatial and temporal variations in17

this process has been challenging to resolve with conventional sampling using sparse ar-18

rays of moorings or buoys. We demonstrate a novel method for persistent observation19

of wave-ice interactions using distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) along existing seafloor20

telecommunications cables. The DAS measurements span a 36 km cross-shore seafloor21

cable on the Beaufort Shelf from Oliktok Point, Alaska. DAS measurements of strain-22

rate provide a proxy for seafloor pressure, which we calibrate with wave buoy measure-23

ments during the ice-free season (August 2022). We apply this calibration during the ice24

formation season (November 2021) to obtain unprecedented resolution of variable wave25

attenuation rates in new, partial ice cover. The location and strength of wave attenu-26

ation serve as a proxy for ice coverage and thickness, especially during rapidly-evolving27

events.28

Plain Language Summary29

Coasts globally are susceptible to erosion by ocean waves. In the Arctic, sea ice near the30

coast can serve as protection for much of the year. It is particularly challenging to mea-31

sure waves and ice in this environment, which is necessary to understand the degree of32

buffering and project future changes. Typical ways of observing waves (e.g., buoys and33

underwater moorings) have lower success in coastal ice. We show a new way to observe34

waves and ice in these coastal regions using cables at the seabed deployed for internet35

connection. With the use of an instrument called an interrogator, these cables can act36

like a series of hundreds of wave buoys. This allows us to see that waves are reduced at37

a variable rate throughout the ice. There are significant opportunities to learn more about38

the coastal Arctic using this novel technology and method.39

1 Introduction40

Sea ice attenuates surface wave energy through a variety of scattering and dissi-41

pative processes (e.g., Squire, 2019). Wave attenuation rates typically increase with fre-42

quency, with magnitude that varies as a function of ice type, coverage, and thickness (Meylan43

et al., 2018; Kohout et al., 2020; Rogers et al., 2021). Wave attenuation in new ice such44

as frazil and pancakes is typically dominated by dissipative processes (Kohout & Mey-45

lan, 2008) resulting in relatively low wave energy attenuation due to typically low thick-46

ness and concentration that is typical (Cheng et al., 2017; Hošeková et al., 2020). Progress47

in understanding wave attenuation in sea ice has been somewhat hindered by the lim-48

itation of observing apparent attenuation between widely-spaced discrete wave measure-49

ment locations, such that it is challenging to spatially resolve the evolution of the pro-50

cesses (Thomson, 2022). For example, Hošeková et al. (2020) identify high attenuation51

rates within 500 m of an ice edge, relative to the attenuation farther within the ice, but52

lack sufficient data to explain the phenomenon.53

Landfast ice typically extends 5-20 km in the cross-shore direction in the coastal54

Arctic (Mahoney, 2018), and provides sufficient attenuation to buffer the coast from most55

wave energy (Hošeková et al., 2021). In the Alaskan Arctic, landfast ice is predominantly56

seasonal (Mahoney et al., 2014), with dramatic transitions at spring break-out and au-57

tumn freeze-up. The coastal system is then more exposed to ocean waves and heat in58

the absence of this ice (Barnhart et al., 2014). Understanding the seasonal transitions59

of landfast ice and annual exposure to waves is necessary to understand the degree of60

buffering and to project future changes in inundation and erosion.61

Measurements of waves in the coastal Arctic are challenging not only during par-62

tially ice-covered seasons, but also during open water periods because of logistical chal-63
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lenges including the remote location and shallow water depths. Distributed acoustic sens-64

ing (DAS) of seafloor fiber optic cables is an emerging technology that offers a partic-65

ularly appealing method for observing spatial and temporal changes in surface waves in66

remote and seasonally ice-covered coastal environments. Seafloor DAS (or ocean-bottom67

DAS, OBDAS) has previously been demonstrated to be capable of observing ocean sur-68

face waves (Lindsey et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2019), and methods are rapidly evolv-69

ing for use quantifying a range of other oceanographic and geophysical processes (Baker70

& Abbott, 2022; Landrø et al., 2022; Wilcock et al., 2023). Measurements of such high71

spatial resolution are generally unprecedented in Polar regions.72

This work demonstrates the quality and fidelity of DAS for ocean surface wave mea-73

surements in both open water and partially ice-covered periods in the coastal Arctic. In74

particular, estimates of wave attenuation are both consistent with previously observed75

values and reveal new spatial variability. Attenuation observations can serve as an in-76

dication of changes in ice extent and thickness during rapidly-evolving events. This can77

include ice loss (melting) and formation (freezing), as well as advection of sea ice.78

2 Methods79

2.1 DAS observations80

Observations presented here use DAS records from a cross-shore seafloor transect81

on the Beaufort Shelf. Data were recorded on dark fiber in a branch of a telecommuni-82

cation cable owned by Quintillion and extending northwards from the landing site at Olik-83

tok Point, Alaska, to a maximum of 37.4 km offshore (Figure 1a). The maximum wa-84

ter depth along this transect is 19.7 m, and the depth of cable burial is approximately85

2 m until 16.1 km along-cable distance, then approximately 4 m beyond that. The fiber86

was interrogated using a Silixa iDAS interrogator during one-week periods in Novem-87

ber 2021 and August 2022 (Baker & Abbott, 2022). The interrogator measures cable strain-88

rate in units of nm/m/s. The cable is spliced at 16.1 km, coincident with the change in89

depth of fiber burial. Both the splice and depth-of-burial difference result in a change90

in sensitivity at this location.91

Data was recorded in 15-s chunks at a channel spacing of 2 m (10-m gauge length)92

and sample rate of 1000 Hz (1 kHz). Data records were concatenated to 1-hr segments93

and downsampled to 40 m and 2 Hz to reduce data volumes for this work, as 2 Hz should94

be sufficient to capture any ocean surface gravity wave signals that are observable at the95

seafloor over the range of water depths measured. Temporal downsampling was completed96

by transforming raw data to the frequency domain with a zero-padded 2N fft with N =97

3.6×106, which is then convolved with a zero-phase lowpass FIR filter with cutoff fre-98

quency of 1 Hz. This is then transformed back to the time domain with every 500th sam-99

ple extracted.100

2.2 Wave buoy measurements101

A moored SWIFT wave buoy (Thomson, 2012) (Figure 1b) was deployed August102

14–September 1 2022 to provide in situ surface wave comparison for the seafloor DAS.103

The buoy was deployed at 16.2 km along-cable distance (70.62◦N, 150◦W; orange point104

in Figure 1a), in approximately 12.6 m water depth. Waves are measured using a com-105

bination GPS and IMU receiver with a 12-minute record at the top of each hour follow-106

ing the details in Thomson et al. (2018). Horizontal velocity vectors are decomposed into107

mean and wave orbital velocity components to infer wave energy spectra (Herbers et al.,108

2012). Spectra were processed up to 1 Hz, with bulk parameters of significant wave height109

(Hs) and energy-weighted wave period (Te) calculated over 0.03-0.5 Hz to avoid the noise110

common in higher frequencies of observations (Thomson, Lund, et al., 2021). Significant111
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Figure 1. (a) Map of observations near Oliktok Point, Alaska, with the seafloor cable used for

DAS measurements in purple and SWIFT wave buoy (August 2022) in orange. Black tick labels

show along-cable distance in km. Background contours show bathymetry from NOAA navigation

maps (Baker & Abbott, 2022) in meters. (b) Photo of a moored SWIFT wave buoy in open wa-

ter.

wave height is defined as Hs = 4
√∫

E(f) df and energy-weighted wave period is de-112

fined as Te =

∫
E(f)df∫

E(f)·f df
.113

2.3 Calculation of DAS empirical correction factor114

The measurement of strain-rate by DAS is used as a proxy for the seafloor pres-115

sure. In order to convert it to a spectrum that can be used to approximate wave param-116

eters, we derive a frequency-dependent empirical correction factor for each channel (i.e.,117

each location along the cable). The correction factor calculation uses all measurements118

from the open-water record August 16-21, 2022, when the SWIFT wave buoy was de-119

ployed concurrently. The calibration dataset covers a relatively small range of wave heights120

(0-0.5 m) and periods (2.5-3.5 s), where waves at similar shelf locations typically range121

from around 0-2 m (Thomson et al., 2020) seasonally. In future experiments, calibration122

with datasets covering a larger range of likely conditions may result in a more robust cal-123

ibration, but such a dataset does not currently exist for this location. Additionally, fiber124

strain has been found to be linearly related to the temperature change of the cable (Sidenko125

et al., 2022). We expect this to have a small impact on the applicability of August cal-126

ibration to the seasonal wave period due to the cable burial depth which should result127

in relatively slow temperature response to the variation of seafloor water temperature128

likely between -1.8 and 2 ◦C (Thomson et al., 2020).129

The empirical correction factor is calculated as a ratio of the power spectral den-130

sity (PSD) of strain-rate and wave-driven seafloor pressure. We calculate the PSD of the131

raw strain-rate in each hour-long timestep using Welch’s overlapped segment averaging132

estimator which uses a Hamming window of length 128 with 50% overlap. The SWIFT133

wave spectra from the same hour is identified, and a depth attenuation correction is ap-134

plied to infer the expected seafloor pressure. The expected depth-dependent attenuation135

of wave energy is e2kd, where d is the water depth and k is wavenumber from the linear136

surface gravity wave dispersion relation. Dividing the spectrum of seafloor pressure by137

the strain-rate spectrum gives an empirical correction factor (Figure A1). This is repeated138

for each timestep, and the empirical correction function is defined as the median of the139

correction factor for each timestep (Figure A2).140
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The process is repeated for all channels outside of the barrier islands (8 km to 35141

km along-cable distance). While the location of the wave buoy used for calibration is up142

to 18 km away from the DAS channels analyzed, we assume here that the calibration dataset143

is sufficiently long that spatial homogeneity can be assumed. The two most likely vio-144

lations of the homogeneity assumption would be shoaling and local fetch-limited wind-145

wave generation. Shoaling is evaluated using the square root of the ratio of the group146

velocity between the deepest and shallowest sites. The resulting shoaling coefficient is147

close to unity (∼ 1.05) and thus does not cause much change in wave height along the148

cable. Fetch-limited generation can cause larger changes (up to 50%), but only causes149

gradual increases with the square root of distance (Thomson & Rogers, 2014).150

2.4 Calculation and evaluation of DAS surface wave estimates151

To derive corrected surface wave spectra from DAS observations, PSD of strain-152

rate (calculated using the Welch’s method described in 2.3 above) are multiplied by the153

channel-specific frequency-dependent empirical correction factor (e.g., Fig. A2) and di-154

vided by the depth-attenuation correction (e2kd). Upper spectral cutoffs are subjectively155

determined for corrected wave spectra at each timestep as an inflection point beyond which156

the shape does not suggest surface waves and appears to be dominated by noise (Thomson,157

Lund, et al., 2021). Beyond this cutoff, spectra are fit with the canonical f−4 for high-158

frequencies waves (e.g., Liu, 1989) (Figure A3).159

Bulk wave characteristics are calculated from the corrected spectra using standard160

definitions over the frequency range of 0.03–0.5 Hz. The time series of bulk wave char-161

acteristics for the open-water calibration period is shown in Figure 2 (purple lines). Leave-162

one-out cross-validation is used to evaluate the methodology by estimating the out-of-163

sample error between bulk parameters derived from corrected DAS spectra and the buoy164

(orange lines). For all N coincident buoy and DAS observations during the 6-day obser-165

vation period, a single time-step is excluded and the remaining N−1 observations are166

used to produce a median correction factor. The bulk parameter estimates are then eval-167

uated on the left out test point. This gives RMSE = 0.10 meters and R2 = 0.84 for Hs,168

and RMSE = 0.65 seconds and R2 = 0.52 for Te for the channel at 16.2 km closest to169

the buoy. Error is higher for Te in part because larger values are more likely than for Hs,170

as well as that it is more sensitive to the higher frequencies that may not be as well re-171

solved by seafloor DAS.172

Wave spectra and bulk parameters can then also be calculated for other periods173

by applying the channel-specific empirical correction factor, including the November 2021174

observation period presented here.175

2.5 Wave attenuation rates176

Wave attenuation by sea ice as a function of frequency, α(f), is calculated between177

two points (denoted by subscripts 1 and 2) as178

α(f) =
1

∆x
ln

E1(f)

E2(f)
(1)

where E(f) is the spectral wave energy as a function of frequency and ∆x is the distance179

between points 1 and 2. A bulk attenuation can also be calculated by using the bulk wave180

height (Hs) in place of frequency-dependent wave energy. The difference between a height181

attenuation rate and an energy attenuation rate is simply a factor of 2, because energy182

E depends on H2. Attenuation calculated using wave height is most common and eas-183

ily comparable with literature values, and the upper frequency cutoff used in the calcu-184

lation avoids the known rollover at high frequencies in ice associated with noise (Thomson,185

Hošeková, et al., 2021). For completeness, we also show attenuation values at 0.1 and186

0.2 Hz (× and + in Fig. 3). We calculate the attenuation at 200 m intervals averaged187
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over a 4 km distance by averaging together attenuation results calculated using all DAS-188

derived wave observations within each 4 km region. This produces smoother and more189

realistic attenuation results than from using individual spectra, but still captures the high190

spatial variability.191

3 Results192

3.1 Waves in open water, August 2022193

Time series of bulk wave parameters during the open water observation period in194

August 2022 from both observational datasets are shown in Figure 2. The sea state was195

characterized by wind sea with energy-weighted periods (Te) of 2.3–3.5 s measured by196

both the SWIFT wave buoy and the DAS channel closest to the buoy location. Wave197

heights peaked late on August 17 into early August 18. Peak wave heights of over 0.4198

m were measured by the SWIFT wave buoy, while wave heights were somewhat over-199

estimated by DAS at around 0.5 m at August 17 18:00. A gap in the DAS record from200

August 17 23:00 – August 18 19:00 missed the remainder of the event.201

We also compare wave measurements from both methods with bulk wave param-202

eters provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)203

Reanalysis v5 (ERA5) hindcast product (Hersbach et al., 2020). The waves from this204

reanalysis have already been shown to be inaccurate during seasonal transitions, when205

the hindcast lacks the necessary resolution (Hošeková et al., 2021). The native grid res-206

olution of 31 km cannot be expected to capture on-shelf processes, though there is some207

representation of sub-grid bathymetry as “obstructions” that should be especially im-208

portant for transformation of longer waves (Bidlot, 2012). Still, the ERA5 products are209

being used to assess coastal exposure in Alaskan Arctic regions given the dearth of other210

sufficient data (e.g., Hošeková et al., 2021; Cohn et al., 2022), and thus we include it here211

for completeness. Waves are significantly overestimated by the hindcast (blue line in Fig-212

ure 2), with significant wave heights double that observed by the wave buoy during the213

peak wave event and more than 4x larger during low-wave periods. The measurements214

from the DAS show significant improvement in capturing wave parameters compared to215

the hindcast. Throughout a range of wave conditions typical of the open water season,216

seafloor cable DAS can provide a high-fidelity method for capturing nearshore wave forc-217

ing and subsequent coastal wave exposure (e.g., Hošeková et al., 2021).218

3.2 Wave attenuation during fall ice advance, November 2021219

DAS measurements during the week of November 10, 2021, were coincident with220

the advance of new landfast ice over the cable near Oliktok Point (Baker & Abbott, 2022).221

We focus our analysis on distances from 10-25 km along-cable due to signal-to-noise is-222

sues outside that range. A spatial cross-section of wave retrievals from November 10, 17:00223

(Figure 3) demonstrates characteristics of the spatial patterns of wave evolution in new,224

autumn sea ice. This is consistent with Sentinel-1A synthetic aperature radar (SAR) im-225

agery from earlier on the same date (November 11, 03:22, Figure 4b) which shows new226

ice formation both inshore of approximately 18 km along-cable distance and beyond 35227

km (outside of the measurement range), with a patch of open water between. ERA5 sug-228

gests wind speeds of around 12 m/s in the early hours of November 10, providing suf-229

ficient energy for shoreward wave generation in the open water patch. Wave heights and230

energy-weighted wave periods show spatial variability with distance from offshore to on-231

shore that is characteristic of wave attenuation in sea ice. Wave heights decrease notably232

over this distance, peaking at a height of 1.0 m offshore and approaching the lower ob-233

servable limit (< 0.05 m) near 12 km. Energy-weighted periods are approximately con-234

stant around 5 s from 20 km to 25 km along-cable distance, where we begin to see a shift235

towards higher periods (lower frequencies) with a peak of around 10 s. This increase in236

mean wave period is associated with spectral down-shifting characteristic of waves in ice237
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Figure 2. Time series of (a) significant wave height, (b) and energy-weighted wave period

as measured by SWIFT wave buoy (orange), seafloor cable DAS (purple; 16.2 km along-cable

distance), and estimated by ERA5 hindcast model (blue). Buoy and ERA5 hindcast cover the

period from August 16–22, 2022, while DAS observations are available for August 16 22:00 –

August 17 22:00 and August 18 20:00 – August 21 22:00.
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Figure 3. Wave parameters along a cross-section with partial ice cover on November 10,

2021, 17:00. Along-cable estimates of (a) significant wave height, (b) energy-weighted mean wave

period, and (c) wave attenuation rates. Wave attenuation is shown for significant wave height

(circles), and at 0.1 Hz (x’s) and 0.2 Hz (+’s), which bracket the range of mean wave periods ob-

served (5–10 s; (c)). The dotted vertical line suggests the inferred location of the ice edge based

on a bulk wave height attenuation rate of 3× 10−4 m−1.

(Squire & Moore, 1980; Waseda et al., 2022). The strongest change is spatially aligned238

with the steepest change in wave height.239

The example cross-section from November 10, 17:00, shows a rapid increase in at-240

tenuation rates around 18.5 km, which we expect to be associated with young ice for-241

mation (Figure 3c). Attenuation of bulk wave height reaches a maximum of 8.1×10−4
242

approximately 15 km along-cable distance. Attenuation rates are in general higher near243

the ice edge, and the spectral attenuation at 0.2 Hz reaches a maximum of 2.8×10−3,244

and remains elevated near this value from approximately 15-18 km. The attenuation val-245

ues are most similar around 12-14 km distance, where waves have been significantly at-246

tenuated and energy has been downshifted to lower frequencies, such that little remains247

in the higher frequency band. We note that the spectral attenuation at 0.1 Hz becomes248

greater than that at 0.2 Hz around 14 km, where wave heights are small and little high-249

frequency wave energy remains. In agreement with prior work (Hošeková et al., 2020),250

this suggests that the spectral attenuation rates evolve through two-way coupling within251

heterogeneous wave-ice fields. Constant spectral attenuation rates as a function of ice252

type or thickness may not be sufficient over large distances. Wave heights are notably253

small closer to shore (10-14 km), but still show bulk attenuation rates that are charac-254

teristic of new frazil and pancake ice (∼ 5×10−4 m−1) (Voermans et al., 2019; Hošeková255

et al., 2020). Near-zero attenuation rates beyond 20.3 km along-cable distance suggest256

open water offshore of this location.257
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For the purposes of subsequent analysis, we use the bulk attenuation to define an258

“ice edge” at the first incidence of attenuation greater than 3×10−4 m−1. For the cross-259

section shown in Fig. 3, where this “ice edge” is indicated by a vertical dashed line, we260

can see that there are minor reductions in wave height and period prior to this location261

that indicate presence of some ice, likely of low concentration and/or very thin. Multi-262

ple definitions of the ice edge may be appropriate for different applications.263

Mapping bulk wave attenuation as a function of time and space reveals aspects of264

the spatial evolution of the ice (Figure 4). In general, we suggest that the magnitude of265

attenuation is correlated primarily with ice concentration and thickness, and the slope266

of lines in time and space indicate the advection speed of the ice. Using the previously267

defined “ice edge” cutoff, we map the extent of sea ice as a dashed white line (Fig. 4).268

The ice edge initially migrates shoreward, with the extent shifting approximately 2.7 km269

over the 11 hours between November 10 02:00 and 13:00. This corresponds to an approx-270

imate velocity of 0.072 m/s. Previous work has suggested that sea ice velocity follows271

the wave- and wind-driven flow at the surface (Lund et al., 2018). As such, we expect272

that the translation of the ice edge may be associated with wave-driven Stokes drift. For273

comparison, we calculate the anticipated Stokes drift ūs over this period using the av-274

erage bulk wave parameters incident on the ice edge:275

ūs =
2 g π3H2

s

g T 3
e

(2)

giving an approximate velocity of 0.069 m/s at the ice edge. This will of course decay276

with decreasing Hs and increasing Te farther into the ice, so it may be insufficient to ex-277

plain the ice transport.278

Another mechanism for ice transport is a gradient in wave radiation stress (i.e., mo-279

mentum flux), which has been shown to force motion along an ice edge (Thomson, Hošeková,280

et al., 2021). This mechanism is explicitly related to the wave attenuation rate, because281

that sets the gradient of the radiation stress (and thus the transfer of momentum from282

the waves to the ice). For the across ice (shoreward) component and waves normally in-283

cident, the expected speed ū is284

ū = H0e
−αx

√
αg

8CD
. (3)

Using an ice-ocean drag coefficient of CD = 8×10−3 and bulk attenuation of α = 1×285

10−4, this similarly gives an approximate velocity estimate of 0.1 m/s. This shoreward286

velocity, in addition to the Stokes drift and direct wind drift, likely results in compaction287

of the ice edge into higher concentration and thicker frazil or pancake layer (e.g., Wad-288

hams, 1983). The compacted ice, in turn, is likely the cause of a local maxima in wave289

attenuation rate at the ice edge.290

From November 10, 13:00, and onwards into November 11, the ice edge nearly uni-291

formly advances offshore. This evolution suggests a combination of offshore ice motion292

and additional formation of thin, new ice (e.g., 04:00–08:00 on November 11). The ice293

advance signal is consistent with the results of Baker and Abbott (2022) and Castro et294

al. (n.d., in review), who used the same dataset to suggest that changes in DAS signal295

can be used to resolve spatial evolution of ice advance not captured by other methods296

(e.g., satellite products). After November 11, 08:00, wave signals across the cable approach297

the lower observable limit, presumably associated with widespread ice advance and re-298

duction of incident waves. ERA5 suggests wind speeds decline from 12 m/s to approx-299

imately 7.5 m/s over the period shown in Figure 4.300

4 Conclusions301

Using a novel surface wave observation method, we observe high spatial variabil-302

ity of wave attenuation rates in new, autumn sea ice. Wave attenuation by thin, new land-303
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Figure 4. (a) Map of bulk wave height attenuation from November 9, 22:00 - November 11,

08:00, from 10-26 km along-cable distance. Dark blue suggests near-zero attenuation likely as-

sociated with open water. Green-yellow corresponding to higher attenuation rates suggest the

presence of sea ice, where the dashed white line denotes the approximate ice edge associated

with attenuation of greater than 3 × 10−4 m−1. Vertical white line corresponds to time of syn-

thetic aperature radar (SAR) backscatter in (b) from November 11, 03:22, which suggests new ice

(lower backscatter; white) to approximately 18 km along-cable distance. Black ticks correspond

to 16 and 32 km along-cable distance. Copernicus Sentinel data 2021 retrieved from ASF DAAC

May 18 2023, processed by ESA.

fast ice is relatively gradual, leaving open the possibility for incomplete attenuation and304

coastal impacts during fall storms. The attenuation rates of new, coastal sea ice were305

similar to those previously observed during autumn evolution off the shelf (Cheng et al.,306

2017; Hošeková et al., 2020), in the range of 3-8×10−4 m−1. The results here suggest307

that higher attenuation rates previously observed near the ice-edge may be a result of308

wave-ice interactions leading to ice compaction and increased thickness. Such high-resolution309

estimates of wave attenuation will contribute to better understanding the range of wave310

attenuation coefficients appropriate for different ice types and thicknesses, and imple-311

mentation in coupled wave-sea ice models.312

Seafloor DAS is demonstrated to be a particularly promising method for observ-313

ing waves in challenging coastal environments, such as the seasonally ice-covered coastal314

Arctic. We expect this technology to be especially useful during periods of rapid change,315

including freeze-up (as shown here) and break-out in the spring. Ice break-out is par-316

ticularly challenging to capture with typical methods due to its episodic nature with rapidly-317

evolving spatial gradients, and may be well-suited to observation with DAS. Addition-318

ally, DAS can provide a non-invasive manner to measure wave exposure of the Arctic coast-319

lines, which is of high utility for understanding rapid erosion rates.320

Many unknowns remain in the signal response of seafloor DAS and best practices321

for retrieval of surface wave parameters. Efforts are currently underway to derive physically-322

based retrieval methods. Nonetheless, the observations presented here suggest that em-323

pirical calibration methods result in realistic wave spectra and bulk wave characteris-324

tics that are of use for monitoring and process understanding. We recommend future work325

using empirical calibration methods for DAS measurements of surface waves to use mul-326

tiple spatially collocated wave observations covering a range of sea state conditions.327
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Appendix A Methods328

Figure A1. Example calculation of empirical correction factor for channel 7960 (16.2 km

along-cable distance) at 18:00 on August 17, 2022. Left panel shows PSD of raw DAS strain-rate

(purple) and inferred seafloor pressure from SWIFT (orange). Right panel shows the empirical

correction factor calculated as a ratio of the PSDs.

Figure A2. All empirical correction factors for channel 7960 (16.2 km along-cable distance, as

in example in Fig. A1). Black line indicates the median value that is used as the channel-specific

empirical correction factor in subsequent analysis.
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Figure A3. Example of methods for correcting high-frequency noise in wave spectra (see

Section 2.4). An inflection point is determined empirically from original DAS-derived spectra

(dashed purple line), here around 0.45 Hz. Beyond that, corrected spectra (solid purple line) is

fit with the canonical f−4 slope for high-frequency waves. Observed wave spectra from SWIFT

(orange) shows improved agreement with the corrected spectra. Note that the secondary peak at

0.7 Hz may be evidence of acoustic harmonics from ocean surface gravity waves (e.g., Ardhuin et

al., 2013), which will be explored with this dataset in future work.

Figure A4. Example calculation of spectral attenuation following Eqn. 1. DAS-derived wave

spectra from 17.2 and 15.2 km along-cable distance (left) are used to calculate attenuation rate

(right). Vertical lines correspond to the frequency values shown in Figure 3c (×’s and +’s).

Appendix B Open Research329

Datasets of derived ocean surface gravity wave parameters have been submitted330

to the Arctic Data Center for archive. The DAS data recorded by the Cryosphere/Ocean331

Distributed Acoustic Sensing (CODAS) Experiment for the November 2021 period are332

archived at Open Energy Data Initiative (mhkdr.openei.org/submissions/438). Code to333

produce wave DAS-derived wave products is available at github.com/smithmadisonm/DAS-334

surface-wave-processing. Preliminary data products from the SWIFT wave buoy are avail-335

able online at336

http://faculty.washington.edu/jmt3rd/SWIFTdata/DynamicDataLinks.html, where the337

buoy deployed here was SWIFT 18.338
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Key Points:8

• Seafloor fiber optic cables can be used to quantify surface waves in seasonally sea9

ice-covered oceans10

• High spatial-resolution wave observations may be used to study wave attenuation11

in ice at much finer resolution than previously possible12

• The rapid evolution of the location and strength of attenuation serves as proxy13

for the evolution of ice itself14
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Abstract15

The attenuation of ocean surface waves during seasonal ice cover is an important con-16

trol on the evolution of many Arctic coastlines. The spatial and temporal variations in17

this process has been challenging to resolve with conventional sampling using sparse ar-18

rays of moorings or buoys. We demonstrate a novel method for persistent observation19

of wave-ice interactions using distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) along existing seafloor20

telecommunications cables. The DAS measurements span a 36 km cross-shore seafloor21

cable on the Beaufort Shelf from Oliktok Point, Alaska. DAS measurements of strain-22

rate provide a proxy for seafloor pressure, which we calibrate with wave buoy measure-23

ments during the ice-free season (August 2022). We apply this calibration during the ice24

formation season (November 2021) to obtain unprecedented resolution of variable wave25

attenuation rates in new, partial ice cover. The location and strength of wave attenu-26

ation serve as a proxy for ice coverage and thickness, especially during rapidly-evolving27

events.28

Plain Language Summary29

Coasts globally are susceptible to erosion by ocean waves. In the Arctic, sea ice near the30

coast can serve as protection for much of the year. It is particularly challenging to mea-31

sure waves and ice in this environment, which is necessary to understand the degree of32

buffering and project future changes. Typical ways of observing waves (e.g., buoys and33

underwater moorings) have lower success in coastal ice. We show a new way to observe34

waves and ice in these coastal regions using cables at the seabed deployed for internet35

connection. With the use of an instrument called an interrogator, these cables can act36

like a series of hundreds of wave buoys. This allows us to see that waves are reduced at37

a variable rate throughout the ice. There are significant opportunities to learn more about38

the coastal Arctic using this novel technology and method.39

1 Introduction40

Sea ice attenuates surface wave energy through a variety of scattering and dissi-41

pative processes (e.g., Squire, 2019). Wave attenuation rates typically increase with fre-42

quency, with magnitude that varies as a function of ice type, coverage, and thickness (Meylan43

et al., 2018; Kohout et al., 2020; Rogers et al., 2021). Wave attenuation in new ice such44

as frazil and pancakes is typically dominated by dissipative processes (Kohout & Mey-45

lan, 2008) resulting in relatively low wave energy attenuation due to typically low thick-46

ness and concentration that is typical (Cheng et al., 2017; Hošeková et al., 2020). Progress47

in understanding wave attenuation in sea ice has been somewhat hindered by the lim-48

itation of observing apparent attenuation between widely-spaced discrete wave measure-49

ment locations, such that it is challenging to spatially resolve the evolution of the pro-50

cesses (Thomson, 2022). For example, Hošeková et al. (2020) identify high attenuation51

rates within 500 m of an ice edge, relative to the attenuation farther within the ice, but52

lack sufficient data to explain the phenomenon.53

Landfast ice typically extends 5-20 km in the cross-shore direction in the coastal54

Arctic (Mahoney, 2018), and provides sufficient attenuation to buffer the coast from most55

wave energy (Hošeková et al., 2021). In the Alaskan Arctic, landfast ice is predominantly56

seasonal (Mahoney et al., 2014), with dramatic transitions at spring break-out and au-57

tumn freeze-up. The coastal system is then more exposed to ocean waves and heat in58

the absence of this ice (Barnhart et al., 2014). Understanding the seasonal transitions59

of landfast ice and annual exposure to waves is necessary to understand the degree of60

buffering and to project future changes in inundation and erosion.61

Measurements of waves in the coastal Arctic are challenging not only during par-62

tially ice-covered seasons, but also during open water periods because of logistical chal-63
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lenges including the remote location and shallow water depths. Distributed acoustic sens-64

ing (DAS) of seafloor fiber optic cables is an emerging technology that offers a partic-65

ularly appealing method for observing spatial and temporal changes in surface waves in66

remote and seasonally ice-covered coastal environments. Seafloor DAS (or ocean-bottom67

DAS, OBDAS) has previously been demonstrated to be capable of observing ocean sur-68

face waves (Lindsey et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2019), and methods are rapidly evolv-69

ing for use quantifying a range of other oceanographic and geophysical processes (Baker70

& Abbott, 2022; Landrø et al., 2022; Wilcock et al., 2023). Measurements of such high71

spatial resolution are generally unprecedented in Polar regions.72

This work demonstrates the quality and fidelity of DAS for ocean surface wave mea-73

surements in both open water and partially ice-covered periods in the coastal Arctic. In74

particular, estimates of wave attenuation are both consistent with previously observed75

values and reveal new spatial variability. Attenuation observations can serve as an in-76

dication of changes in ice extent and thickness during rapidly-evolving events. This can77

include ice loss (melting) and formation (freezing), as well as advection of sea ice.78

2 Methods79

2.1 DAS observations80

Observations presented here use DAS records from a cross-shore seafloor transect81

on the Beaufort Shelf. Data were recorded on dark fiber in a branch of a telecommuni-82

cation cable owned by Quintillion and extending northwards from the landing site at Olik-83

tok Point, Alaska, to a maximum of 37.4 km offshore (Figure 1a). The maximum wa-84

ter depth along this transect is 19.7 m, and the depth of cable burial is approximately85

2 m until 16.1 km along-cable distance, then approximately 4 m beyond that. The fiber86

was interrogated using a Silixa iDAS interrogator during one-week periods in Novem-87

ber 2021 and August 2022 (Baker & Abbott, 2022). The interrogator measures cable strain-88

rate in units of nm/m/s. The cable is spliced at 16.1 km, coincident with the change in89

depth of fiber burial. Both the splice and depth-of-burial difference result in a change90

in sensitivity at this location.91

Data was recorded in 15-s chunks at a channel spacing of 2 m (10-m gauge length)92

and sample rate of 1000 Hz (1 kHz). Data records were concatenated to 1-hr segments93

and downsampled to 40 m and 2 Hz to reduce data volumes for this work, as 2 Hz should94

be sufficient to capture any ocean surface gravity wave signals that are observable at the95

seafloor over the range of water depths measured. Temporal downsampling was completed96

by transforming raw data to the frequency domain with a zero-padded 2N fft with N =97

3.6×106, which is then convolved with a zero-phase lowpass FIR filter with cutoff fre-98

quency of 1 Hz. This is then transformed back to the time domain with every 500th sam-99

ple extracted.100

2.2 Wave buoy measurements101

A moored SWIFT wave buoy (Thomson, 2012) (Figure 1b) was deployed August102

14–September 1 2022 to provide in situ surface wave comparison for the seafloor DAS.103

The buoy was deployed at 16.2 km along-cable distance (70.62◦N, 150◦W; orange point104

in Figure 1a), in approximately 12.6 m water depth. Waves are measured using a com-105

bination GPS and IMU receiver with a 12-minute record at the top of each hour follow-106

ing the details in Thomson et al. (2018). Horizontal velocity vectors are decomposed into107

mean and wave orbital velocity components to infer wave energy spectra (Herbers et al.,108

2012). Spectra were processed up to 1 Hz, with bulk parameters of significant wave height109

(Hs) and energy-weighted wave period (Te) calculated over 0.03-0.5 Hz to avoid the noise110

common in higher frequencies of observations (Thomson, Lund, et al., 2021). Significant111
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Figure 1. (a) Map of observations near Oliktok Point, Alaska, with the seafloor cable used for

DAS measurements in purple and SWIFT wave buoy (August 2022) in orange. Black tick labels

show along-cable distance in km. Background contours show bathymetry from NOAA navigation

maps (Baker & Abbott, 2022) in meters. (b) Photo of a moored SWIFT wave buoy in open wa-

ter.

wave height is defined as Hs = 4
√∫

E(f) df and energy-weighted wave period is de-112

fined as Te =

∫
E(f)df∫

E(f)·f df
.113

2.3 Calculation of DAS empirical correction factor114

The measurement of strain-rate by DAS is used as a proxy for the seafloor pres-115

sure. In order to convert it to a spectrum that can be used to approximate wave param-116

eters, we derive a frequency-dependent empirical correction factor for each channel (i.e.,117

each location along the cable). The correction factor calculation uses all measurements118

from the open-water record August 16-21, 2022, when the SWIFT wave buoy was de-119

ployed concurrently. The calibration dataset covers a relatively small range of wave heights120

(0-0.5 m) and periods (2.5-3.5 s), where waves at similar shelf locations typically range121

from around 0-2 m (Thomson et al., 2020) seasonally. In future experiments, calibration122

with datasets covering a larger range of likely conditions may result in a more robust cal-123

ibration, but such a dataset does not currently exist for this location. Additionally, fiber124

strain has been found to be linearly related to the temperature change of the cable (Sidenko125

et al., 2022). We expect this to have a small impact on the applicability of August cal-126

ibration to the seasonal wave period due to the cable burial depth which should result127

in relatively slow temperature response to the variation of seafloor water temperature128

likely between -1.8 and 2 ◦C (Thomson et al., 2020).129

The empirical correction factor is calculated as a ratio of the power spectral den-130

sity (PSD) of strain-rate and wave-driven seafloor pressure. We calculate the PSD of the131

raw strain-rate in each hour-long timestep using Welch’s overlapped segment averaging132

estimator which uses a Hamming window of length 128 with 50% overlap. The SWIFT133

wave spectra from the same hour is identified, and a depth attenuation correction is ap-134

plied to infer the expected seafloor pressure. The expected depth-dependent attenuation135

of wave energy is e2kd, where d is the water depth and k is wavenumber from the linear136

surface gravity wave dispersion relation. Dividing the spectrum of seafloor pressure by137

the strain-rate spectrum gives an empirical correction factor (Figure A1). This is repeated138

for each timestep, and the empirical correction function is defined as the median of the139

correction factor for each timestep (Figure A2).140
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The process is repeated for all channels outside of the barrier islands (8 km to 35141

km along-cable distance). While the location of the wave buoy used for calibration is up142

to 18 km away from the DAS channels analyzed, we assume here that the calibration dataset143

is sufficiently long that spatial homogeneity can be assumed. The two most likely vio-144

lations of the homogeneity assumption would be shoaling and local fetch-limited wind-145

wave generation. Shoaling is evaluated using the square root of the ratio of the group146

velocity between the deepest and shallowest sites. The resulting shoaling coefficient is147

close to unity (∼ 1.05) and thus does not cause much change in wave height along the148

cable. Fetch-limited generation can cause larger changes (up to 50%), but only causes149

gradual increases with the square root of distance (Thomson & Rogers, 2014).150

2.4 Calculation and evaluation of DAS surface wave estimates151

To derive corrected surface wave spectra from DAS observations, PSD of strain-152

rate (calculated using the Welch’s method described in 2.3 above) are multiplied by the153

channel-specific frequency-dependent empirical correction factor (e.g., Fig. A2) and di-154

vided by the depth-attenuation correction (e2kd). Upper spectral cutoffs are subjectively155

determined for corrected wave spectra at each timestep as an inflection point beyond which156

the shape does not suggest surface waves and appears to be dominated by noise (Thomson,157

Lund, et al., 2021). Beyond this cutoff, spectra are fit with the canonical f−4 for high-158

frequencies waves (e.g., Liu, 1989) (Figure A3).159

Bulk wave characteristics are calculated from the corrected spectra using standard160

definitions over the frequency range of 0.03–0.5 Hz. The time series of bulk wave char-161

acteristics for the open-water calibration period is shown in Figure 2 (purple lines). Leave-162

one-out cross-validation is used to evaluate the methodology by estimating the out-of-163

sample error between bulk parameters derived from corrected DAS spectra and the buoy164

(orange lines). For all N coincident buoy and DAS observations during the 6-day obser-165

vation period, a single time-step is excluded and the remaining N−1 observations are166

used to produce a median correction factor. The bulk parameter estimates are then eval-167

uated on the left out test point. This gives RMSE = 0.10 meters and R2 = 0.84 for Hs,168

and RMSE = 0.65 seconds and R2 = 0.52 for Te for the channel at 16.2 km closest to169

the buoy. Error is higher for Te in part because larger values are more likely than for Hs,170

as well as that it is more sensitive to the higher frequencies that may not be as well re-171

solved by seafloor DAS.172

Wave spectra and bulk parameters can then also be calculated for other periods173

by applying the channel-specific empirical correction factor, including the November 2021174

observation period presented here.175

2.5 Wave attenuation rates176

Wave attenuation by sea ice as a function of frequency, α(f), is calculated between177

two points (denoted by subscripts 1 and 2) as178

α(f) =
1

∆x
ln

E1(f)

E2(f)
(1)

where E(f) is the spectral wave energy as a function of frequency and ∆x is the distance179

between points 1 and 2. A bulk attenuation can also be calculated by using the bulk wave180

height (Hs) in place of frequency-dependent wave energy. The difference between a height181

attenuation rate and an energy attenuation rate is simply a factor of 2, because energy182

E depends on H2. Attenuation calculated using wave height is most common and eas-183

ily comparable with literature values, and the upper frequency cutoff used in the calcu-184

lation avoids the known rollover at high frequencies in ice associated with noise (Thomson,185

Hošeková, et al., 2021). For completeness, we also show attenuation values at 0.1 and186

0.2 Hz (× and + in Fig. 3). We calculate the attenuation at 200 m intervals averaged187
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over a 4 km distance by averaging together attenuation results calculated using all DAS-188

derived wave observations within each 4 km region. This produces smoother and more189

realistic attenuation results than from using individual spectra, but still captures the high190

spatial variability.191

3 Results192

3.1 Waves in open water, August 2022193

Time series of bulk wave parameters during the open water observation period in194

August 2022 from both observational datasets are shown in Figure 2. The sea state was195

characterized by wind sea with energy-weighted periods (Te) of 2.3–3.5 s measured by196

both the SWIFT wave buoy and the DAS channel closest to the buoy location. Wave197

heights peaked late on August 17 into early August 18. Peak wave heights of over 0.4198

m were measured by the SWIFT wave buoy, while wave heights were somewhat over-199

estimated by DAS at around 0.5 m at August 17 18:00. A gap in the DAS record from200

August 17 23:00 – August 18 19:00 missed the remainder of the event.201

We also compare wave measurements from both methods with bulk wave param-202

eters provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)203

Reanalysis v5 (ERA5) hindcast product (Hersbach et al., 2020). The waves from this204

reanalysis have already been shown to be inaccurate during seasonal transitions, when205

the hindcast lacks the necessary resolution (Hošeková et al., 2021). The native grid res-206

olution of 31 km cannot be expected to capture on-shelf processes, though there is some207

representation of sub-grid bathymetry as “obstructions” that should be especially im-208

portant for transformation of longer waves (Bidlot, 2012). Still, the ERA5 products are209

being used to assess coastal exposure in Alaskan Arctic regions given the dearth of other210

sufficient data (e.g., Hošeková et al., 2021; Cohn et al., 2022), and thus we include it here211

for completeness. Waves are significantly overestimated by the hindcast (blue line in Fig-212

ure 2), with significant wave heights double that observed by the wave buoy during the213

peak wave event and more than 4x larger during low-wave periods. The measurements214

from the DAS show significant improvement in capturing wave parameters compared to215

the hindcast. Throughout a range of wave conditions typical of the open water season,216

seafloor cable DAS can provide a high-fidelity method for capturing nearshore wave forc-217

ing and subsequent coastal wave exposure (e.g., Hošeková et al., 2021).218

3.2 Wave attenuation during fall ice advance, November 2021219

DAS measurements during the week of November 10, 2021, were coincident with220

the advance of new landfast ice over the cable near Oliktok Point (Baker & Abbott, 2022).221

We focus our analysis on distances from 10-25 km along-cable due to signal-to-noise is-222

sues outside that range. A spatial cross-section of wave retrievals from November 10, 17:00223

(Figure 3) demonstrates characteristics of the spatial patterns of wave evolution in new,224

autumn sea ice. This is consistent with Sentinel-1A synthetic aperature radar (SAR) im-225

agery from earlier on the same date (November 11, 03:22, Figure 4b) which shows new226

ice formation both inshore of approximately 18 km along-cable distance and beyond 35227

km (outside of the measurement range), with a patch of open water between. ERA5 sug-228

gests wind speeds of around 12 m/s in the early hours of November 10, providing suf-229

ficient energy for shoreward wave generation in the open water patch. Wave heights and230

energy-weighted wave periods show spatial variability with distance from offshore to on-231

shore that is characteristic of wave attenuation in sea ice. Wave heights decrease notably232

over this distance, peaking at a height of 1.0 m offshore and approaching the lower ob-233

servable limit (< 0.05 m) near 12 km. Energy-weighted periods are approximately con-234

stant around 5 s from 20 km to 25 km along-cable distance, where we begin to see a shift235

towards higher periods (lower frequencies) with a peak of around 10 s. This increase in236

mean wave period is associated with spectral down-shifting characteristic of waves in ice237
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Figure 2. Time series of (a) significant wave height, (b) and energy-weighted wave period

as measured by SWIFT wave buoy (orange), seafloor cable DAS (purple; 16.2 km along-cable

distance), and estimated by ERA5 hindcast model (blue). Buoy and ERA5 hindcast cover the

period from August 16–22, 2022, while DAS observations are available for August 16 22:00 –

August 17 22:00 and August 18 20:00 – August 21 22:00.
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Figure 3. Wave parameters along a cross-section with partial ice cover on November 10,

2021, 17:00. Along-cable estimates of (a) significant wave height, (b) energy-weighted mean wave

period, and (c) wave attenuation rates. Wave attenuation is shown for significant wave height

(circles), and at 0.1 Hz (x’s) and 0.2 Hz (+’s), which bracket the range of mean wave periods ob-

served (5–10 s; (c)). The dotted vertical line suggests the inferred location of the ice edge based

on a bulk wave height attenuation rate of 3× 10−4 m−1.

(Squire & Moore, 1980; Waseda et al., 2022). The strongest change is spatially aligned238

with the steepest change in wave height.239

The example cross-section from November 10, 17:00, shows a rapid increase in at-240

tenuation rates around 18.5 km, which we expect to be associated with young ice for-241

mation (Figure 3c). Attenuation of bulk wave height reaches a maximum of 8.1×10−4
242

approximately 15 km along-cable distance. Attenuation rates are in general higher near243

the ice edge, and the spectral attenuation at 0.2 Hz reaches a maximum of 2.8×10−3,244

and remains elevated near this value from approximately 15-18 km. The attenuation val-245

ues are most similar around 12-14 km distance, where waves have been significantly at-246

tenuated and energy has been downshifted to lower frequencies, such that little remains247

in the higher frequency band. We note that the spectral attenuation at 0.1 Hz becomes248

greater than that at 0.2 Hz around 14 km, where wave heights are small and little high-249

frequency wave energy remains. In agreement with prior work (Hošeková et al., 2020),250

this suggests that the spectral attenuation rates evolve through two-way coupling within251

heterogeneous wave-ice fields. Constant spectral attenuation rates as a function of ice252

type or thickness may not be sufficient over large distances. Wave heights are notably253

small closer to shore (10-14 km), but still show bulk attenuation rates that are charac-254

teristic of new frazil and pancake ice (∼ 5×10−4 m−1) (Voermans et al., 2019; Hošeková255

et al., 2020). Near-zero attenuation rates beyond 20.3 km along-cable distance suggest256

open water offshore of this location.257
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For the purposes of subsequent analysis, we use the bulk attenuation to define an258

“ice edge” at the first incidence of attenuation greater than 3×10−4 m−1. For the cross-259

section shown in Fig. 3, where this “ice edge” is indicated by a vertical dashed line, we260

can see that there are minor reductions in wave height and period prior to this location261

that indicate presence of some ice, likely of low concentration and/or very thin. Multi-262

ple definitions of the ice edge may be appropriate for different applications.263

Mapping bulk wave attenuation as a function of time and space reveals aspects of264

the spatial evolution of the ice (Figure 4). In general, we suggest that the magnitude of265

attenuation is correlated primarily with ice concentration and thickness, and the slope266

of lines in time and space indicate the advection speed of the ice. Using the previously267

defined “ice edge” cutoff, we map the extent of sea ice as a dashed white line (Fig. 4).268

The ice edge initially migrates shoreward, with the extent shifting approximately 2.7 km269

over the 11 hours between November 10 02:00 and 13:00. This corresponds to an approx-270

imate velocity of 0.072 m/s. Previous work has suggested that sea ice velocity follows271

the wave- and wind-driven flow at the surface (Lund et al., 2018). As such, we expect272

that the translation of the ice edge may be associated with wave-driven Stokes drift. For273

comparison, we calculate the anticipated Stokes drift ūs over this period using the av-274

erage bulk wave parameters incident on the ice edge:275

ūs =
2 g π3H2

s

g T 3
e

(2)

giving an approximate velocity of 0.069 m/s at the ice edge. This will of course decay276

with decreasing Hs and increasing Te farther into the ice, so it may be insufficient to ex-277

plain the ice transport.278

Another mechanism for ice transport is a gradient in wave radiation stress (i.e., mo-279

mentum flux), which has been shown to force motion along an ice edge (Thomson, Hošeková,280

et al., 2021). This mechanism is explicitly related to the wave attenuation rate, because281

that sets the gradient of the radiation stress (and thus the transfer of momentum from282

the waves to the ice). For the across ice (shoreward) component and waves normally in-283

cident, the expected speed ū is284

ū = H0e
−αx

√
αg

8CD
. (3)

Using an ice-ocean drag coefficient of CD = 8×10−3 and bulk attenuation of α = 1×285

10−4, this similarly gives an approximate velocity estimate of 0.1 m/s. This shoreward286

velocity, in addition to the Stokes drift and direct wind drift, likely results in compaction287

of the ice edge into higher concentration and thicker frazil or pancake layer (e.g., Wad-288

hams, 1983). The compacted ice, in turn, is likely the cause of a local maxima in wave289

attenuation rate at the ice edge.290

From November 10, 13:00, and onwards into November 11, the ice edge nearly uni-291

formly advances offshore. This evolution suggests a combination of offshore ice motion292

and additional formation of thin, new ice (e.g., 04:00–08:00 on November 11). The ice293

advance signal is consistent with the results of Baker and Abbott (2022) and Castro et294

al. (n.d., in review), who used the same dataset to suggest that changes in DAS signal295

can be used to resolve spatial evolution of ice advance not captured by other methods296

(e.g., satellite products). After November 11, 08:00, wave signals across the cable approach297

the lower observable limit, presumably associated with widespread ice advance and re-298

duction of incident waves. ERA5 suggests wind speeds decline from 12 m/s to approx-299

imately 7.5 m/s over the period shown in Figure 4.300

4 Conclusions301

Using a novel surface wave observation method, we observe high spatial variabil-302

ity of wave attenuation rates in new, autumn sea ice. Wave attenuation by thin, new land-303
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Figure 4. (a) Map of bulk wave height attenuation from November 9, 22:00 - November 11,

08:00, from 10-26 km along-cable distance. Dark blue suggests near-zero attenuation likely as-

sociated with open water. Green-yellow corresponding to higher attenuation rates suggest the

presence of sea ice, where the dashed white line denotes the approximate ice edge associated

with attenuation of greater than 3 × 10−4 m−1. Vertical white line corresponds to time of syn-

thetic aperature radar (SAR) backscatter in (b) from November 11, 03:22, which suggests new ice

(lower backscatter; white) to approximately 18 km along-cable distance. Black ticks correspond

to 16 and 32 km along-cable distance. Copernicus Sentinel data 2021 retrieved from ASF DAAC

May 18 2023, processed by ESA.

fast ice is relatively gradual, leaving open the possibility for incomplete attenuation and304

coastal impacts during fall storms. The attenuation rates of new, coastal sea ice were305

similar to those previously observed during autumn evolution off the shelf (Cheng et al.,306

2017; Hošeková et al., 2020), in the range of 3-8×10−4 m−1. The results here suggest307

that higher attenuation rates previously observed near the ice-edge may be a result of308

wave-ice interactions leading to ice compaction and increased thickness. Such high-resolution309

estimates of wave attenuation will contribute to better understanding the range of wave310

attenuation coefficients appropriate for different ice types and thicknesses, and imple-311

mentation in coupled wave-sea ice models.312

Seafloor DAS is demonstrated to be a particularly promising method for observ-313

ing waves in challenging coastal environments, such as the seasonally ice-covered coastal314

Arctic. We expect this technology to be especially useful during periods of rapid change,315

including freeze-up (as shown here) and break-out in the spring. Ice break-out is par-316

ticularly challenging to capture with typical methods due to its episodic nature with rapidly-317

evolving spatial gradients, and may be well-suited to observation with DAS. Addition-318

ally, DAS can provide a non-invasive manner to measure wave exposure of the Arctic coast-319

lines, which is of high utility for understanding rapid erosion rates.320

Many unknowns remain in the signal response of seafloor DAS and best practices321

for retrieval of surface wave parameters. Efforts are currently underway to derive physically-322

based retrieval methods. Nonetheless, the observations presented here suggest that em-323

pirical calibration methods result in realistic wave spectra and bulk wave characteris-324

tics that are of use for monitoring and process understanding. We recommend future work325

using empirical calibration methods for DAS measurements of surface waves to use mul-326

tiple spatially collocated wave observations covering a range of sea state conditions.327
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Appendix A Methods328

Figure A1. Example calculation of empirical correction factor for channel 7960 (16.2 km

along-cable distance) at 18:00 on August 17, 2022. Left panel shows PSD of raw DAS strain-rate

(purple) and inferred seafloor pressure from SWIFT (orange). Right panel shows the empirical

correction factor calculated as a ratio of the PSDs.

Figure A2. All empirical correction factors for channel 7960 (16.2 km along-cable distance, as

in example in Fig. A1). Black line indicates the median value that is used as the channel-specific

empirical correction factor in subsequent analysis.
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Figure A3. Example of methods for correcting high-frequency noise in wave spectra (see

Section 2.4). An inflection point is determined empirically from original DAS-derived spectra

(dashed purple line), here around 0.45 Hz. Beyond that, corrected spectra (solid purple line) is

fit with the canonical f−4 slope for high-frequency waves. Observed wave spectra from SWIFT

(orange) shows improved agreement with the corrected spectra. Note that the secondary peak at

0.7 Hz may be evidence of acoustic harmonics from ocean surface gravity waves (e.g., Ardhuin et

al., 2013), which will be explored with this dataset in future work.

Figure A4. Example calculation of spectral attenuation following Eqn. 1. DAS-derived wave

spectra from 17.2 and 15.2 km along-cable distance (left) are used to calculate attenuation rate

(right). Vertical lines correspond to the frequency values shown in Figure 3c (×’s and +’s).

Appendix B Open Research329

Datasets of derived ocean surface gravity wave parameters have been submitted330

to the Arctic Data Center for archive. The DAS data recorded by the Cryosphere/Ocean331

Distributed Acoustic Sensing (CODAS) Experiment for the November 2021 period are332

archived at Open Energy Data Initiative (mhkdr.openei.org/submissions/438). Code to333

produce wave DAS-derived wave products is available at github.com/smithmadisonm/DAS-334

surface-wave-processing. Preliminary data products from the SWIFT wave buoy are avail-335

able online at336

http://faculty.washington.edu/jmt3rd/SWIFTdata/DynamicDataLinks.html, where the337

buoy deployed here was SWIFT 18.338
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